Super Z Formula, Book 3.: Never Lose Sight Of Your Foe. (The Super Z
Formula) (Volume 3)

Shadrack Walker has been put in jail! And
his shadow army hasnt been seen since. All
should be well in Eko. But something isnt
right... Madame Aspar Dame is running for
Governor! She has everyone in town
charmed, but Zak and Zakiya arent buying
it. Aspar Dame has long been the meanest
lady in town. So why is she being so
sugary sweet all of a sudden? Fortunately,
Uncle Goodlove is there to teach the super
twins the way of the Warrior. Somehow, he
senses theyre going to need it... And its just
as well, because theres an evil plan afoot to
put everyone in Eko under mind control,
and open the portal to Fructopesia! Will the
super twins see the danger before it
overtakes them? Or are they doomed to
fail this quest before it even gets started?
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